QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
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Wire Guided (B)
1) Rapid deflation sleeve
2) Silver positioning indicator
3) Express evacuation catheter
4) Inflation hub

5) Glow-in-the-dark catheter tag
6) 300 cm wire guide
7) Wire lock

Step 1b

Step 2

Fill the 60 mL inflation device with water. Purge
excess air and water from the syringe by tilting
the syringe assembly so that air bubbles float
toward the Luer lock end, then pump the
handle level until all excess air and water is
purged from syringe and connected tubing and
the level of remaining water is 40 mL.

Step 3

(A)

(B)

Maintain water level at the 40 mL line in the
syringe as shown.

MEDICAL

Securely attach the balloon inflation port to the
inflation device.

Apply negative pressure.

Step 4

Remove the protective sheath from the balloon.

Step 6

Increase pressure to the specified pressure
levels shown on the catheter tag.

MEDICAL

Step 5

Lubricate the balloon completely.
Do not pre-inflate the balloon prior to
introduction into the endoscope. After
visualization of the silver positioning indicator,
advance the balloon to the desired position.

Step 7

For deflation, apply negative pressure. Remove
the balloon from the scope after the balloon
is deflated.

Step 5.5 (Optional)

(Wire guided balloon only)
To advance the wire guide in the wire guided
version, move the blue wire lock to the
“ON” position.

Reference
Part Number

Order
Number

HBD-8-9-10

G31928

HBD-10-11-12

G31925

HBD-12-13.5-15

G31926

HBD-15-16.5-18

G48732

HBD-18-19-20

G31927

HBD-W-8-9-10

G51799

HBD-W-10-11-12

G51795

HBD-W-12-13.5-15

G51796

HBD-W-15-16.5-18

G51797

HBD-W-18-19-20

G51798

Refer to the current Instructions for Use
for detailed system use.

AI, ESC, IR, OHNS, PI, RH, SUR-8.5X11
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